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Establishing Pack Structure with the Family Pet DVD

THE GOAL OF OUR TRAINING DVD IS A CALM SUBMISSIVE DOG

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.You will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.THE GOAL OF OUR TRAINING DVD IS A CALM SUBMISSIVE DOGThis DVD is over 4 hours long. The goal of our pack structure training program is to

produce a dog that is calm and submissive and a dog that follows the rules of the pack leader. This DVD teaches people how to become a pack leader that their dog

respects and loves.Most people are not born pack leaders. In fact far from it. The majority of dog owners (many who have owned dogs their entire life) simply don�t

know anything about the instincts that control our dogs or how strong these instincts are in the domestic dog. Oh people may have heard that they need to be a "pack

leader" or they may have heard they need to be an "ALPHA" with their dog but they don�t understand what this really means or how to accomplish it.Current shows

on TV about dog training lead people to think they can deal with behavioral problems but the fact is these shows are often misleading. In many cases these TV shows

offer limited to dangerous advice that only a professional dog trainer with years of experience should attempt. While these shows are interesting to watch, because the

dog owners are so inept, they don�t offer a program that pet owners can follow.Many men think being a pack leader simply means they have to dominate and control

their dog, even if they have to put a choke collar on the dog and show him the �WHAT IF� when the dog doesn�t mind.Many women think none of this really

matters so they ignore it � because they love their little dog like one of their children.Our DVD outlines a program that I have developed over the past 45 years of

owning, breeding and training German Shepherds. This program works on every breed of dog and dogs of all ages. This program is the foundation for solving almost

all behavioral problems, especially those related to aggression.
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